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ABSTRACT: 
 
This paper analyzes the drawbacks of traditional land grade clustering method, introduces cloud model into the frequency histogram 
drawing process, and advances the land grade clustering method based on cloud model and histogram. Turning the traditional clear 
interval data to cloud, this method draws the cloud histogram according to the cloud fuzzy frequency of each appraisal unit calculated 
from its total score, and promptly and accurately detects the peak points and valley points of the histogram through the automatic 
detecting algorithm to determine the land grade boundary. The method successfully takes into consider the fuzzy of data intervals, 
diminishes the abnormity in traditional histogram, and makes the land grade clustering results more reasonable and practical. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Data clustering is to divide data into different groups according 
to their “similarities”, widening differences among groups while 
keeping the similarities of the objects within each group. 
 
There are two kinds of land grades clustering, including the 
graph-based method and model-based methods. Graph-based 
method includes score axis determination method, score 
frequency curve method, score frequency histogram method. 
Although these methods have their merits such as intuitiveness 
and comprehensibly, the drawbacks cannot be ignored: (1) all 
these methods depends on human judgment, which adds to the 
chances of accidental errors; (2) as the distribution of the total 
score value of appraisal unit varies differently, in actual practice, 
there exists either very few obvious “critical points” or irregular 
“faultages”, which brings lots of difficulties on human 
recognition. The model-based methods includes iterative 
clustering (K-Means Cluster), Division-based method (K －
medoid algorithm), Hierarchy-based method (BIRCH and CURE 
algorithm), Density-based method (DBSCAN algorithm), 
Grid-based method (STING algorithm, CLIQUE algorithm and 
Wave-cluster algorithm), and neural-network-based method, etc. 
These methods quantify land grade compartmentalization 
process with mathematical models and use the advanced 
computer recognition technology to overcome the drawbacks of 
graph-based methods, but still have some shortages as far as 
time-efficiency is concerned. In concurrent land evaluation, 
regular grids are used to divide the appraisal zones into several 
land evaluation units. As the size of the grids ranges from 
25mX25m, 50mX50m to 100mX100m, based on the scale of the 
city, the number of appraisal units in a city varies from tens of 
millions to hundreds of millions. As a result, it will be huge 
time-consuming process for the model-based methods to cluster 
such large number of data, while the graph-based methods such 
as the frequency histogram could overcome the time-inefficiency 
of model-based methods. This paper analyzes the traditional 
score frequency histogram, introduces cloud model to improve it, 

and develops the clustering algorithm of land grades based on 
cloud histogram. 
 
 

2. ANALYSIS OF CLUSTERING BASED ON SCORE 
FREQUENCY HISTOGRAM  

Score frequency histogram method is a process that makes 
statistical analysis of the total scores of land evaluation units, 
divides the score range into several tiny ones, draws frequency 
histogram through frequency statistics towards the total score of 
every land evaluation unit in each percentile range, and finally, 
delimits the land level boundary according to total score 
frequency distribution. 
 
Through histograms, we can sketchily understands the 
distribution of the total score value of each appraisal unit. 
However, in practical work, multi-peaks or other abnormal 
shapes exists in histograms, as shown in Figure 1. According to 
our research, these abnormities are not necessarily the actual 
distribution of the total score, but may be the result of the 
hardware division of the total score, which divides the range of 
the total score into several clearly-defined tiny intervals so that 
the total score of each appraisal unit only belongs to one interval. 
This hardware division may cause impractical results. For 
example, the scores 69.99 and 70.01 have only a slight difference 
of 0.02, which is not significant at all, but will be abruptly 
assigned into two intervals as one is less than 70 while the other 
is more than 70. On the contrary, the scores 70.01 and 79.99 will 
be assigned into the same interval since both of them are less than 
70 and more than 80. As a result, there will be a jumping of 
scores. In the next, we will analyze the problems that may occur 
when applying traditional the score frequency histogram method 
to cluster data and choose critical points for land grades.  
 
Figure 2 shows a segment of score frequency histogram for 
Wuhan City’s commercial land grades, which belongs to 35 to 43 
score interval. In the segmental histogram, there are 2000 unit 
belonging to the (38, 39] interval, and 2400 units belonging to the 
(39, 40] interval. However, there are also 1650 unit belonging to 
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the (38.5, 39] interval, 2100 units belonging to the (39, 39.5] 
interval and 300 units belonging to the (39.5, 40] interval, which 
means that 3750 appraisal units belong to the (38.5, 39.5] interval 
while only 300 unit belong to the (39.5, 40] interval. Therefore, it 
is much more appropriate to choose the score 39 as the critical 
point for land grades, compared with the score 38 chosen in the 
traditional score frequency histogram method. 

Besides, in practical work, the data collected are always limited 
because of various reasons, and the limited data can’t accurately 
describe the distribution of the parent population. To avoid this, 
we should find a new method. In the next section, we will adopt 
the cloud theory to divide the total scores of land appraisal units 
and draw cloud histogram. Making clustering analysis through 
cloud histogram can solve the problem said above. 

 

 
Figure 1. Traditional Histogram 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Histogram for Commercial Land Grades 

 
 

3. CLOUD HISTOGRAM DRAWING 

The key point of drawing cloud histogram is to turn the 
traditional clearly-defined interval data into cloud, according to 
cloud model theory. The range of the total score of each appraisal 
unit is [0,100], and the intervals of the scores are clearly-defined 
as shown in Table 1. 
 

 
Table1. Intervals of the Scores 

 
Consider the total score f as a fuzzy number. When fi < f <=fi + 1, 
f simultaneously belongs and only belongs to that two interval fi 
and fi + 1.The certainty degrees that f belongs to fi is 

）（ffiμ
and to fi + 1 

）（ffi 1+μ
. The digital features of the 

cloud model’s each interval are designated according to experts’ 

knowledge, as shown in Table 2. For the specific total score of 
each evaluation unit, drive the X-condition cloud generator, 
make its value as the input of the X-condition cloud generator, 
and separately calculate its certainty degrees towards its two 

neighboring qualitative concepts, 1μ and 2μ , which are used as 
the frequency of the total score corresponding to the two 
qualitative concepts to join in the frequency statistics of the two 
concepts respectively. 
 

Name The digital features of interval cloud model 

About 1 ）（ 01,11 VV 05.,3/=  

About 2 ）（ ,,22 VV 05.03/1=  

… … 

About i ）（ 0,1,iVV i 05.3/=  

… … 

About 
100  

）（ 05.01,100 VV ,3/100=  
]100,99（∈f  

 
Table2. Interval Cloud 

 
The method to draw cloud histogram according to cloud 
fuzzy frequency is as follows. Make the x-coordinate 
represent the total scores of appraisal units and 
Y-coordinate cloud fuzzy frequency. Sign the endpoint of 
each clear-defined interval on the x-coordinate. Then draw 
rectangles with the distance d of each interval as the 
bottom and the cloud fuzzy frequency as the height, and 
we finally get the cloud histogram. Figure 3 shows an 
example of cloud histogram using the total score data from 
the score frequency histogram for commercial land grades 
in Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure3. Cloud Histogram for Commercial Land Grades 
 

As shown in Figure 3, the cloud histogram diminishes the 
abnormities in Figure 2, such as multi-peaks and the abnormal 
critical points between 38 and 39. It indicates that the 
abnormities in Figure 2 is not caused by the total scores of 
appraisal units but by the hardware division of total scores. The 
cloud histogram takes into consider the fuzziness of the intervals 
and divides the total scores into two adjacent intervals, which is 
more in line with the reality and makes the clustering results 
more reasonable. Of course, this method is still a primary 

Name 1 2 … i … 100 
Interval ( 0 , 1 ] ( 1 , 2 ] … ( i-1 , i ] … ( 99 , 100 ]

Total Score

Frequency 

42 38 40 0 

6000 

43 41 39 37 36 35 Total Score

Frequency 

2000 

4000 

8000 

40 3736 38 39  3 35 Total 41 42 4

Frequency

2000 

4000 

6000 

8000 
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delimitation of land grades. Before we can finally define the land 
grades boundary, the result of land evaluation must be tested 
based on either the differentiated land revenue or the market land 
price. 

(1) Determine the number of land grades K, based on the urban 
land grades regulation and the scale of the city. 
(2) Scan the cloud histogram from left to right to obtain the set of 
primary valley points f{f1,f1,……,fn}, based on the definition of 
valley points; the beginning and ending scores are also included 

in the set f, with = beginning score and =ending score. 1f nf
 
 

4. AUTOMATICALLY THRESHOLDS (CRITICAL 
POINTS FOR LAND GRADES)-SELECTING 

ALGORITHM 
(3) If the number of primary valley points n equals to K+1, all the 
primary valley points in the set are considered as critical points 
for land grades, and the score intervals of land grades are defined 

as: 1st-Class [ , ], 2nd-Class（ , ],……kth-Class

（ , ]; 

1f 2f 2f 3f

1−nf nf

The score frequency histogram method reflects the statistical 
features of the distribution of the total score and is the 
conventional method for land grades delimitation. Generally 
speaking, the valley points of the histogram can be chosen as the 
thresholds. The most obvious feather of valley points is that the 
frequencies of the points are locally smallest, while the feather of 
peak points is just opposite. In practical work, however, there 
always exist a few random interference points that meet the 
feature of valley points and peak points due to complexity of land 
price field or noise, which makes it difficult for the computer to 
recognize the valley points and peak points automatically. 
Certain measures must be taken to eliminate these disturbances 
before detecting the valley points and peak points automatically. 
As a result, how to promptly and accurately recognize the 
inference points and detect the valley points and peaks points has 
always been a common interest of researchers. In this section, we 
adopt a simple algorithm to detect the valley points and peak 
points automatically, based on the cloud histogram, and achieve 
a satisfactory result. 

(4) If the number of primary valley points n exceeds K+1, 

calculate the absolute distance  between each valley points in 

the subset { ， ……， } of the set of primary valley 

points { ， ，……， } ( ). Find out 

the minimum distance  in all the distance calculated, as 

well as its two corresponding valley points  and . Keep 
one point of the two whose frequency is smaller, and delete the 
other point from the primary valley points set. 

id

1−nf

nf
2f

f
3f

1f 2 1−−= iii ffd

if
mind

1−if

(5) Turn to step (4), until the number of primary valley points n 
equals to K+1. 
(6) All the primary valley points in the set are considered as 
critical points for land grades.  

The number of urban land grades depends on the city’s scale and 
complexity as well as the type of land grades. According to the 
urban land grades regulation, the number of land grades is 
determined as indicated in Table 3. 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION  

 This paper analyzes the drawbacks of the score frequency 
histogram method for land grades clustering, tries to integrate the 
cloud model with the frequency histogram, and develops the land 
grade clustering method based on cloud model and histogram. 
Based on the cloud model theory, this method turns the 
traditional clear interval data into cloud, draws the cloud 
histogram according to the cloud fuzzy frequency of each 
appraisal unit, and diminishes multi-peaks and abnormity in 
critical points in traditional histogram. The cloud histogram takes 
into consider the fuzzy of data intervals, divides the total scores 
into two adjacent intervals, which is more in line with the reality 
and makes the clustering results more reasonable and makes the 
land grades clustering results more reasonable and practical. In 
the meantime, based on the drawing of the cloud histogram, this 
paper also advances the automatic critical points-selecting 
algorithm, which promptly and accurately recognizes pseudo 
valley points and peak points, detects the valley points and peaks 
points in the histogram, and achieves satisfactory results. 

Consider Pi as the corresponding score frequency for the total 
score fi. Compare the frequency Pi with frequencies Pi-1 and 
Pi+1, which are the corresponding score frequency for the two 
neighboring total scores of fi, f i-1 and f i+1, respectively. The 
results of the comparison are as follows: 

If P i < P i- 1 and P i < P i+ 1, the point fi is a valley point; 

if P i > P i- 1 and P i > P i+ 1, the point fi is a peak point. 

The recognition process seems to be cursorily in practical work, 
as the selected valley points or peak points may not be reasonable 
ones and may include pseudo valley points or peak points. In the 
following, we designed the automatic detecting algorithm of 
valley points and peak points of the histogram, based on the 
given number of land grades determined by the regulation and 
urban scale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Urban Scale 

Types of Land Grades Large City Medium-sized City Small City 

Integrated Land Use 5~10 Grades  4~7 Grades 3~5 Grades 

Commercial Land Use 6~12 Grades 5~9 Grades 4~7 Grades 

Residential Land Use 5~10 Grades 4~7 Grades 3~5 Grades 

Industrial Land Use 4~8 Grades 3~5 Grades 2~4 Grades 
 
 
 

Table3. The number of land grades 
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